TieSecret Announce Shipping Worldwide To Allow Quality Men's
Fashion To Go Global
TieSecret has introduced free shipping for every country in the world, making their
products more accessible than ever before to new markets, and maximizing the
potential of their online store.
TieSecret has introduced free shipping for every country in the world, making their products more
accessible than ever before to new markets, and maximizing the potential of their online store. Hong
Kong - March 14, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- It has long been said that clothes maketh the man.
While many men would agree, it is impossible to have an inexhaustible collection of suits, and most
men must make do with one or two. Fortunately, it is possible to redefine and rejuvenate any suit by
carefully selecting ties, cufflinks, and other accessories. TieSecret is a men's fashion brand offering
affordable suit accessories that can transform the look of any two- or three-piece, and has just
announced free shipping worldwide on all orders over $50 dollars.
The website has made its price list available in five different major currencies, including US dollars,
Chinese Yuan, the Euro and more. Further to this, it has been fully Google Translate optimized,
ensuring clear and comprehensive descriptions in all major languages at the click of a button. The
website makes ordering as easy and secure as possible, supporting all major credit cards and
PayPal.
The company offers a huge range of products including skinny ties for men and bow ties for men,
organised by style and principle color, to make it easy for individuals to coordinate their accessories.
These can be further shortlisted by material, pattern, price or size, making shopping simple and fun.
Individuals can even request custom logo and pattern embroidering.
A spokesperson for TieSecret explained, "We are thrilled to be able to extend our free shipping
services to a worldwide audience, helping ensure our online store has unbeatable reach for
affordable prices. Our Hong Kong store has been thriving for fifteen years, and this online branch is
now going from strength to strength. We are able to offer the best range of items at the best prices,
without sacrificing on quality. With full currency and language support, we look forward to welcoming
orders from around the world very soon."
About TieSecret: TieSecret sells a wide range of the highest quality men's suit accessories.
Founded in 2002 and launched online in 2016, the online store has exploded in popularity thanks to
wide range of ties, bow ties, socks, cufflinks, pocket squares and tie pins. The website is frequently
updated with the latest stock and special offers, helping people get the best products for the best
prices.
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